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Photodissociation of ICN by UV excitation in solid and liquid Ar is studied by molecular
dynamics simulations. The focus is on the differences between the cage effects on the CN
photoproduct in the two phases,and on the excited state isomerization ICN* -t INC* dynamics
in the solid matrix. Nonadiabatic transitions are neglectedin this first study. The main results
are: ( 1) No cageexit of the CN product is found in solid Ar, even in simulations at temperatures
close to melting and for large excessenergies.The result is in accord with recent experimentsby
Fraenkel and Haas. This should be contrasted with the large cage-exit probabilities found in
many systems for atomic photofragments. The result is interpreted in terms of geometric and
energy transfer considerations. It is predicted that complete caging of diatomic and larger
photofragments will be typically the casefor photodissociation in rare-gasmatrices. (2) Almost
100% cage-exit probability for the CN product is found for ICN photolysis on the ‘II1 potential
surface in liquid Ar. On the other hand, photolysis on 3110+potential surface does not lead to
cage exit on a time scale of 15 ps. The large differencesbetweenthe reaction in the solid and in
the liquid, and between the behavior of the processon the 3110+and the *III1 potentials, respectively in the liquid, are interpreted. (3) CN rotational dynamics and subsequentrelaxation leads
to isomerization in the excited electronic states. On the 311c+ potential surface one finds after
t 2 0.5 ps roughly equal amounts of the ICN and INC isomers. On the ‘III1 surfaces only INC
is found after t 2 3.5 ps. This is explained in terms of the barriers for CN rotation in the two
excited states, and in terms of the time scalesfor rotational relaxation. The results throw light
on the differencesbetween cage effects for photochemical reactions in solid and in liquid solution, and on cage-inducedisomerization dynamics in solid matrices.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cage effect is a topic of central importance in
condensed-phasereaction dynamics. In its broad sense,
this concept refers to a wide range of phenomena,in which
the neighboring solvent moleculesthat surround a reactive
molecular species in solution affect the chemical process.
The presentpaper aims at studying, by meansof molecular
dynamics simulations, three questionspertinent to the cage
effect: First, we shall investigate what is the probability of
“ballistic” (as opposedto diffusive) cageexit by a diatomic
photofragment, following photolysis of a molecule in a
rare-gassolid. This is a timely problem, since there have
been extensive investigations of cage exit by atomic reaction products in a host solid, but very little is known on
cage exit by molecular photofragments. This will be studied here for the photolysis of ICN in an Ar matrix. Second,
assuming (as will indeed by borne out by the calculations)
a high probability for the caging of the I and the CN
photodissociation products, the question arises whether
isomerization ICN- INC in the excited state can occur.
We will investigate the dynamics of this excited state
isomerization in the Ar matrix, as a useful prototype for
excited state isomerization processesin solids. Third, we
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shall examine in this paper the differencesbetweenthe cage
effect in the solid, and the correspondingeffect in the liquid
phase.This is an important issue, on which little is known
at present.
The cageeffect for reactions in liquid solution has been
the topic of extensive studies for some years. Systematic
experimental’-i7 and theoretical18-26investigations of the
cageeffect in solids are relatively recent. A very interesting
feature of the cage effect in solids is that the cage is geometrically well defined at the outset of the reaction. Experimental studies on the cage effect in the photolysis of diatomic and small polyatomic molecules such as ICl and
CH31 in rare-gas solids were pioneeredby Bondybey and
Brus2’3and by Bondybey and Fletcher,4who found no cage
exit of photofragments. A similar effect of complete caging
was found by Flynn and co-workers for Br, and I2 in raregas matrices.5’6 Fajardo and Apkarian7-’ explored
harpooning-type photoinduced reactions of halogen molecules in rare-gassolids, with evidencethat for these reactions that occur by a charge transfer mechanismthere are
high yields for cage exit by the atoms produced. Cage exit
in neutral-channel photodissociation was measured by
Schwentner and co-workers in their studies of the photolysis of molecules such as Cl, and Hz0 in rare-gas crys00(6)/4242/l
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and by Apkarian and co-workers in their investigations of F2 in the same media.15-i7In all these cases
where cageexit is directly or indirectly inferred, the exiting
product is an atom.
Molecular dynamics simulations have played a major
role in the study of the cage effect in solids.‘8-26These
simulations have provided an understanding of the dynamical mechanisms whereby cage exit in solids occurs, have
thrown light on how the cage exit mechanism dependson
the underlying interactions between the photofragments
and the cage atoms, and in favorable casesthe calculations
also led to good quantitative agreement with experiments
on the cage exit yields and their dependenceon photodisIn the present paper, molecular dysociation energy.24’25
namics simulations are used to study the photolysis of ICN
in solid Ar. In addition to the caging of the CN photofragment, we shall also investigate the excited state dynamics of the ICN species, and in particular excited state
isomerization processesof this molecule. The cage effect,
which prevents separation of the photofragments, thus
gives rise to an isomerization reaction in this case. In addition, the cage effect in the solid will be compared with
molecular dynamics simulations of the corresponding process in liquid Ar.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II
contains a description of the model system, and in particular of the potential functions used. Section III presents
the results of the molecular dynamics simulations. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL SYSTEM AND METHOD
A. Background

The photodissociation dynamics of isolated ICN molecules in the gas phase has been extensively studied, both
experimentally27-34and theoretically.3541Experimental investigations have unravelled the photofragment vibrational, rotational, and translational energy distributions 2g*31
the rotational polarization and spin alignment of
the dN,28-30the I/P branching ratio,32 and the real-time
behavior of the process. Theoretical studies have provided
interpretations by a variety of classical, quantummechanical, time-dependent, and time-independent methods.354’The basic picture for our purpose is that ICN
photolysis in the gas phase is an essentially direct process,
with a dissociation time that depends on the wavelength
but is typically in the range of 50-200 fs. The vibrational
distribution of the CN fragment is cold, but there is appreciable rotational excitation of this product, and it appears
that the state which correlates with the I( 2P3/2) product is
bent at the onset of photodissociation, while the state
which results in 1(2P1,2) as its product is linear. This accounts for the observedrotational distributions. Depending
on the excitation wavelength, nonadiabatic transitions associated with potential surface crossing between the excited ‘III1 and 3110+states can play a quantitative role,
especially in affecting the 1/P ratio.3”37 However, the
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main qualitative features of the process, as the very fast,
direct dissociation, is most probably not affected by the
nonadiabatic transitions.
It appearsthat there have been no previous theoretical
studies of ICN photodissociation in solids. However, Benjamin and Wilson42 have carried out detailed, molecular
dynamics studies of ICN photolysis in liquid Ar and Xe.
These simulations were carried out with excited state ICN
potentials available at the time, and some changes of the
results may be expected when the more recent potential
surfaces of Yabushita and Morokuma43 are used.
Several experimental studies on photolysis of ICN, and
related molecules, such as XCN (X = F, Cl, Br ) in rare-gas
matrices were reported.Ug We were particularly motivated by the recent work of Fraenkel and Haas4’ We leave
further comments on this to Sec. III, but merely note here
that there has been disagreementin the literature whether
the photodissociation of isolated ICN molecules in Ar is
completely frustrated by the cage effect.
The approach taken in the present study is as follows:
We first simulate by molecular dynamics the initial state of
the system prior to excitation. Accordingly, the ICN molecule and a sufficiently large number of Ar crystal atoms
will be simulated at the thermal equilibrium conditions
before photoexcitation takes place to allow for an adequate
sampling of initial positions and momenta of the particles.
The photoexcitation is treated in the spirit of the classical
limit of the Franck-Condon principle, assuming instantaneous vertical excitation of the ICN molecule upon photoabsorption to the pertinent excited-state potential energy
surface. The evolution of the whole system on the excited
state potential is then followed by molecular dynamics simulations. We proceed now to discuss the ground-state interaction potentials, and to simulate the initial state of the
system.

B. Ground-state

potentials

The potential functions of the system in its electronic
ground state was assumed to be of the form
Ycg)= f$&-

x

~ICN/Ar(wI&2,fN)

i

+
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where V$& is the potential surface of the ICN molecule in
its ground state, VrcN/& is the interaction potential between an Ar atom and the ICN molecule, and V,, is the
Ar-Ar pair potential. ri denotes the position vector of the
i Ar atom, and rI, rc, rN are. respectively, the position
vectors of the I, C, and N atoms. The interaction between
an Ar atom and the ICN molecule is also assumedto be a
sum of pair potentials between the rare-gas atom and each
of the atoms of the molecule
~IcN,*r=~r/~(Iri-rII)+~c/~(Iri-rcI)
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in this study, the harmonic treatment of this molecule
should be quite sufficient. The sensitivity of the photodissociation behavior to the details of the initial ground-state
potential is rather limited for this system, becausethe cage
structure is relatively rigid. We expect the initial state orientation and position of the ICN molecule within the cage
to be quite robust with regard to small changes in the
ground-state interactions.
C. Excited-state
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FIG. 1. The 3110+, ‘II, and ground-state potential surfaces of ICN as a
function of RI<. The results arc for the ICN linear configuration, with
the CN at equilibrium distance. The plotted .curves were obtained by
splme fitting ab initio points from Ref. 43.

While such additive atom-atom interaction models are
crude, we believe the accuracy is probably sufficient for our
purpose. The Ar-Ar pair potential was taken from Aziz
and Slaman.” For the Ar-C and Ar-N pair potentials we
used the Leonard-Jones interactions given by Benjamin
and Wilson.42A Morse form with parametersfrom Ref. 5 1
was assumedfor the I-C interaction. Finally, for @&, the
ground-state intramolecular potential of ICN we used a
harmonic force field.42At the low temperatures considered

of ICN

potentials

The lowest-energyexcited states of ICN that are dipole
allowed from the ground state are the 3111state, the
3110+~state,
and the’‘II, state.43The vertical excitation energi&for these states are, respectively, 4.63, 4.99, and 5.57
eV. In the present study we shall neglect the 31111
state. It
appears to play a significant role only for low excitation
energies,otherwise the Franck-Condon factor for this state
is unfavorable compared with the others. Potential surfaces
of good quality for the 3110+and *III1states were calculated
by Yabushita and Morokuma.43 We used a spline-fitting
algorithm to produce smooth, analytic representations of
the potential surfaces from the calculated points of Ref.
43.52It will be useful in analyzing our results later, to note
some features of the excited state potentials. We denote by
RI, the distance vector from the I atom to the C atom, and
by 8 the angle between the CN axis and Rro (f3=0 for the
ICN contiguration). Figure 1 shows the potential energy
curves for the 3110+and ‘Iii states as a function of the IC
distance when the CN speciesis at its equilibrium distance
and for 8=0. Figures 2 and 3 show excited state potential
energy surfaces (3110+and ‘II,, respectively, as a function
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FIG. 2. The 3110+ potential energy surface is a function of RI, and 8.
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FIG. 3. The

‘H, potentialenergy

on RIc and 8 when the CN distance is fixed at its equilibrium value. The asymptotic limit J&-t COof 3110+yields
r*(‘P,,,), that of *III gives .f(21’3,2). The asymptotic difference between the two states, corresponding to the spinorbit coupling in the iodine atom, is 0.9 eV. There is an
intersection seam between the two surfaces. For 8=0, the
intersection occurs at R = 5.1 bohr. A very important difference between the 3110+and the ‘II1 potential surfaces is
in their 8 dependence(anisotropy). As Figs. 2 and 3 show,
the ‘III, surface is completely flat in 8 for big R,, . The
3110+surface is, on the other hand, very anisotropic. The
ICN configuration is more stable than the INC minimum
by 0.29 eV, and the barrier for the INC+ICN configuration change is 0.11 eV. We shall see that this large difference in the anisotropy of the two potential surfaces with
regard to CN rotation has major implications for the respective behavior of the photodissociation process in the
‘II, and in the 3110+states.
It is important to note that the interaction with the Ar
cage changesthe effective potential energy surfacesof ICN.
That is, the potential energy of the system (for a given
electronic state) as a function of the intramolecular coordinates of ICN, differs from the corresponding function for
the free molecule. Our calculations on the potential surface
for ICN in the static field of the host Ar crystal, show that
a barrier along the RIc coordinate appears,and that the flat
‘II1 surface becomes slightly anisotropic on 8 coordinate.
Two very shallow minima, corresponding linear ICN and
INC configurations appear becauseof the small difference
in C-Ar and N-Ar interactions. Figure 4 schematically
shows these changes.This weak anisotropy does not in%-

encethe 311~+surface,becauseit is much too small in

surface as a

functionof

R,, and 8.

magnitude. For the ‘II1 surface, the INC is now slightly
more stable (by about 0.01 eV) than the ICN, and the
barrier along 8 for INC+ICN configuration change is
-0.02 eV.
There are several potentially important nonadiabatic
interactions in the ICN/Ar system. In the first place, as
mentioned above, there is a crossing seam between the ‘II,
Energy, eV
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FIG. 4. The f3 dependence of the 3110+and ‘II, potential energy surfaces
including interaction with Ar matrix. The results are schematic represeritations.
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and 3110+potential surfaces. Nonadiabatic transitions due
to this interaction were treated in several of the gas-phase
studies of ICN photodissociation,36’38’41
and also in the
simulations by Benjamin and Wilson4’ of the photolysis of
ICN in liquid Xe and Ar. The direct nonadiabatic coupling
between the excited electronic states and the ground state
is expectedto be extremely weak. However, the open shell
I and CN photofragments have nonadiabatic interactions
with the rare-gasatoms, and this interaction can provide a
mechanism leading ultimately to the recombination of the
I and CN specieson the electronic ground state of ICN. In
the present study we shall neglect, however, all nonadiabatic effects. We believe it is important first to understand
the behavior of the system within the framework of the
adiabatic approximation, before the more complicated
nonadiabatic treatment is applied (we are currently pursuing these calculations). Also, we estimate that the main
aspectsemphasizedin the present study, and the main conclusions drawn, will not be greatly affected by the incorporation of nonadiabatic effects. For example, the dynamics of cage exit (or the absencethereof) on the ‘II1 and
3110+potential surfaces will probably not be much affected
by the nonadiabatic effects (although the branching ratio
betweenthe two channels certainly will). Also, our calculations here focus on time scales (several picoseconds) that
are shorter than those we estimate for recombination on
the ground state, so neglecting the nonadiabatic effects that
lead to recombination seemsreasonable.
The potential functions we used for the excited states
of the ICN/(solid Ar) system were of the form
y(exJ)= Jf-g$ + c v;,AJ 1l-;-q 1)
i

+ C- Vcdlri--rcl)+
i

+

iFj

C VN,.4AIri-rNI)
i

CA

(3)

Iri-rjl),

where I labels the~excitedstate-(311,-,+or ‘Hi). The difference between the excited-state potentials (3) and the
ground-state potentials, Eqs. ( 1) and (2)) in this model is
thus only in the “intramolecular” potential surface of ICN.
As mentioned previously, we used for I$$) spline fits to
the ab initio potential calculated by Yabushita and Morokuma.43In work now in progress, which includes nonadiabatic effects, we are developing and applying new potentials for the open-shell I/Ar interactions, which are of the
type of the potential of Ref. 53.
D. Molecular

dynamics

simulations

To describe the system of ICN in solid Ar we used a
simulation box of 257 atoms, with periodic boundary conditions. Experience with similar systems of photodissociation in solids indicated that for this processthe simulation
box used should be large enough not to give rise to box size
effects, at least over the short time scales of the photodissociation simulations. In the initial-state calculations it was
found that the energetically favored geometry of the sys-

of ICN

tern corresponds to the ICN molecule occupying a disubstitutional site in an Ar fee lattice. The ground-state simulations began with the atoms at perfect lattice positions
and having a Boltzmann velocity distribution. The system
was found to equilibrate in about 2 ps. The calculations
were done for constant total energy, but the fluctuations of
the temperature in the system were found to be very
sma11.54
After equilibration, the systems were propagated
in the ground state for a long run of 20 ps, in order to study
the ground-state equilibrium properties, and to prepare a
set of initial configurations for the photodissociation calculations. This was done as follows. At random time points
over the long equilibrium run, the possible occurrence of a
photoabsorption event was examined. At each such time
point, a “snapshot” of the system was taken. The positions
and momenta of all the atoms in such a configuration, in
the spirit of the Franck-Condon principle, were used to
represent an initial state on the excited-state potential to
which the system was promoted. The energy of such a
vertical promotion was calculated, and if the same (within
a small numerical tolerance) as the specified excitation energy, the photoabsorption event was acceptedin that configuration. The system was then propagatedon the excitedstate potential until the system reached a stationary state
which was found to require no more than 4 ps. In cases
where the energy calculated for the vertical promotion differed from the specified excitation energy, the system was
propagatedfrom the configuration sampled on the groundstate potential, with a very short time step. The test for an
acceptable photoabsorption was repeated for each such
step, until the condition was satisfied. In this way, our
calculations correspond to a monochromatic (uv) excitation source. About 100 acceptable initial configurations
(i.e., excited-state trajectories) were used to simulate each
photodissociation “experiment.” Most calculations for
photodissociation in the matrix were carried out at 33 K,
although we carried out also a calculation at 75 K to check
whether the cage-effectbehavior changes significantly as
the melting temperature is approached. Photodissociation
on the 3110+potential surface was studied at 33 K for the
excitation energiesof 4.54 and 5.3 eV. Photolysis in the ‘III1
state was studied at 33 K, for an excitation energy of 5.3
eV. These excitation energiesare experimentally realistic,
and correspond to modest excess energies over the ICN
photodissociation limit. (Excitation energy of 5.3 eV on
the 311c+ state correspondsto an excessenergy of 1.3 eV) .
We carried out also some simulations for a very high, artificial excessenergy of 4.0 eV, to check whether the complete caging found in our simulations at realistic energies
could be altered in systems of higher excitation.
The simulations of photolysis in liquid Ar were carried
out in a similar way. The simulation box, with the same
number of atoms as used for the matrix, was chosen so as
to give the correct density of liquid Ar (about 1.4 g/cm3).
To simulate the equilibrium state prior to photoabsorption,
the calculation began for a perfect lattice (with a lattice
constant correspondingto the liquid density), and with the
velocities of the atoms sampled from a Boltzmann distribution at the liquid temperature of about 100 K. Melting
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TABLE
Phase of
system

1. List of photodissociation

simulations.

Photodissociation
state

Temperature
W

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

“l-IO+
‘I&+
‘l-6
‘I-4
‘I-4

33
33
33
75
33

Liquid
Liquid

“l-b
‘JA

100
100

Excitation
energy (eV)
4.54
5.3
5.3
5.3
Excess energy of
4.0 eV
5.3 eV
5.3 eV

and equilibration at the liquid state were complete in about
5 ps. The simulation was then continued for the equilibrium state over a long run, as for the matrix, to sample
initial configurations for the photodissociation simulations.
The properties of the liquid in the equilibrium state were
tested by calculation of the pair distribution function g(y),
and of the diffusion constant (around D=~x 10m5cm’/
s). A summary of the simulations carried out is found in
Table I.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ICN in Ar in the electronic

ground state

The MD simulations of the equilibrium state prior to
photoexcitation show that at 33 K, ICN in an Ar matrix
has a relatively rigid configuration. As mentioned previously, the equilibrium structure corresponds to ICN at a
di-substitutional position in the fee lattice of Ar. The molecule carries out librations, the amplitude of which at 33 K
is about 16”. The librational frequency is 13 cm- *. The
intramolecular ICN vibrations show small, positive matrix
shifts. The shifts are Ayl (symmetric stretch) = +4.0
cm-‘; Av, (bending) = + 1.5 cm- ‘; Av3 (asymmetric
stretch) = +4.5 cm-’ . The matrix shifts are expectedto be
rather sensitive to the coupling between the Ar atoms and
the ICN vibrational modes, and it is doubtful whether the
potential function (l)-(2) used here is accurate enough
for quantitative reliability of the computed matrix shifts.
Simulations at diierent temperatures show that the melting temperature of the system is close to the experimental
melting temperature of pure Ar ( N 83 K). In the liquid
phase,the ICN undergoesboth rotational and translational
diffusion. The molecule is seen to occupy statistically essentially all possible orientations within the solvation
caghthe time averaged orientational distortion is nearly
isotropic in the liquid.
B. Cage effect for CN photofragment

in solid

The results of the MD simulations of ICN photolysis
in the matrix showed no cage exit under any of the conditions studied, both in the ‘II, and on the 3110+state. Since
the photodissociation produces initially a hot CN fragment
and a much less energetic I atom, the calculations basically
test whether impulsive cage exit occurs for the diatomic
product, and evidently this does not take place. We tested
whether the result could be due to the modest excess en-
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FIG. 5. The I-C distance vs time in a trajectory of ICN photolysis in
solid Ar at 33 K. The result shown is for photolysis on the ‘II, state.

ergies available to the CN product above the ICN photodissociation limits in the ‘III, and 311g+states for the (realistic) excitation energies used. As Table I shows, a
calculation using a very high, artificial excessenergy was
carried out for this purpose. No cage exit was, however,
found in this case. Further (see Table I), we carried out
calculations also for ICN in relatively high-temperature
solid Ar, not far below the melting temperature of the
crystal. The libration amplitude of the ICN molecule, thus
the range of ICN initial orientations within the cage, are
much increased compared with the 33 K simulation. Nevertheless,also in this casecomplete caging of the CN product is found. The result on the nonoccurrence of cage exit
for the diatomic photoproduct appears therefore to be vev
robust. This contrasts sharply with the behavior found in

previous studies on atom cage exit following photolysis in
solids:55The cage-exit probabilities for F from photolysis
of F2 in Kr and Ar are very high, even at modest excess
energiesand low matrix temperatures.24The cage exit for
Cl from photolysis of Cl, in Ar is of the order of a few
percent for low cage temperatures and modest excessenergies and becomes very large above a threshold at high
energies.25The dynamics of the cage effect is shown in Fig.
5 for a typical trajectory corresponding to photodissociation of ICN on the 3110+potential surface, using excitation
energy of 4.5 eV, and for solid Ar at 33 K. This figure
shows the I-C distance versus time following photoabsorption. Under the initial impulse delivered by the excited
state potential, the CN recoils from the I to a mutual distance of about 7.5 A. Indeed, the CN was found to push an
Ar atom (or atoms, depending on the trajectory) of the
cage, but not to an extent sufficient for cage exit. It appears
that any impact of the CN on the cage walls is on a local
region where the barrier for cage exit is above the kinetic
energy available to the diatomic species, and the case in
Fig. 5 is merely a representativeexample. The CN loses an
appreciable fraction of its kinetic energy in the hard collision with the Ar, as expected from the CN/Ar mass ratio.
However, as Fig. 5 shows, a single collision is insufficient to
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bring about complete relaxation of the CN. There are
about six pronounced oscillations of the I-C distance corresponding to large amplitude motions of the CN in the
cage, and it takes about 2 ps before relaxation. The relaxation of the R, distance in Fig. 5 is nonmonotonous.This
is to a large extent due to the fact that the CN motions in
the cage are not maintained along the initial I-C axis, so
part of the CN kinetic energy is in coordinates other than
the I-C distance during the process. However, to some
extent there is also a contribution due to the fact that the
Ar atoms of the cage are hotter than the thermal value
during the relaxation time, and can feed back a fraction of
their energy to the CN in some collisions. When the I-C
distance finally relaxes to a stationary behavior, the latter
corresponds,of course, in our model to steady-statevibrations on the 3110+excited state potential, and not in the
electronic ground state, since the recombination on the
latter potential was not included in the treatment. It should
obviously be of much interest to try and observe the I-C
distance oscillations, essentially excited-state cage vibrations, experimentally. Qualitatively, the results suggestthe

desirability of pump-probe experiments with ultrashort
pulses. Whether the effect will be observablecan be determined only from calculations that proceedbeyond the classical level, and include the pulse characteristics. This is
outside the scope of the present paper.
Analysis of the reasonsfor the complete caging of the
CN suggeststhe following. The energetically most favorable transition state for cage exit corresponds to a configuration in which the CN goes through a site of fourfold
symmetry, with the molecular axis normal to the plane of
the four Ar atoms that determine the “exit window.“19922
If
the orientation of the CN axis is different from the one
optimal for cage exit, the activation energy becomesmuch
greater due to increased repulsion with at least one of the
nearby Ar atoms. It turns out that at least for the first
collision of the CN with the cage wall, the above steric
requirement is not satisfied in any of the trajectories. (It
may be satisfied later on, but at that stage the CN had
already lost much of its energy.) In addition to this steric
effect, there is also a dynamical factor acting against cage
exit. As we shall see,part of the photodissociation energy is
converted into rotational excitation of the CN (also part of
the CN/Ar collision energy goesinto rotation). The rotating CN fragment has a bigger effective size than nonrotating diatomic. Also, rotations reduce the effective kinetic
energy available for crossing the energy barrier of the cage.
The result obtained here on the complete caging of a
molecular photoproduct in a solid matrix was, of course,
obtained for a specific system. However, as we emphasized
earlier, the result appears to be very robust, holding also
for (unphysically) high excessenergies,and for high temperatures of the solid. Also, CN is a relatively small molecular photofragment, and the effective range of the repulsive part of the CN/Ar potential is not particularly large.
While we cannot claim a general result, the above arguments are strong grounds for expecting complete caging of
molecular photodissociation products to be typically the
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FIG. 6. The I-C distance vs time in a trajectory for ICN photolysis in the
‘III, state in liquid Ar at 100 K.

case, perhaps with a few exceptions, for reactions in rare-gas
solids.

As mentioned in Sec. II A, there have been several
reports of experimental studies of photodissociation of
ICN (and related species, such as BrCN, ClCN, and
FCN) in rare-gas matrices.*’ We refer to the most recent study by Fraenkel and Haas for a careful evaluation
of the results. Fraenkel and Haas find no evidence for the
formation of “permanently” dissociated CN radicals following photoexcitation of ICN,4g in complete accord with
the results of the present calculations. This is also in agreement with previous experiments for this system.48The results of the earlier study by Easley and Weltner@ can be
viewed as ambiguous, since these authors reported identification of CN from photolysis of ICN by ESR, but were
unable to observe it in the IR spectrum. There have been
reports on observation of CN from photolysis of XCN
(with X=F,Cl,Br).48 However, this is not necessarily evidence for cage exit by the CN fragment: In these systems,
the atomic product takes a much larger fraction of the
photodissociation energy than is the casefor ICN, and it is
quite possible that cage exit by the halogen atom occurs. In
conclusion our result appearsto be in agreement with experiment.
C. Cage effect for CN photofragment

in liquid Ar

The cage behavior for photolysis of ICN on the ‘II,
state in liquid Ar is completely different from the corresponding case in the solid. Calculations for 5.3 eV excitation energy, and liquid temperature of 100 K, give a 100%
probability for impulsive cage exit. The behavior for a typical trajectory is described in Fig. 6, which shows the I-C
distance versus time. The CN photofragment is out of the
original solvation cage of the reagent in less than a picosecond. Although the CN undergoesa few collisions with
Ar atoms, the effect of these does not suffice to repel the
diatomic significantly towards the I atom. After several
collisions with Ar atoms, the CN is slowed down to ther-
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ma1 velocities, and a slight drift towards short I-C distances is seen around tz3 ps. However, at this stage diffusion sets in, and for t 2 3 ps, typical thermal diffusion
behavior with R:, cct is found. Indeed, the diffusion constant for CN in Ar found from that part of Fig. 6 is very
reasonable.This and other trajectories on the repulsive ‘II,
state leave no doubt that direct, ballistic, cage exit is seen in
this case, followed by a change over to diffusion behavior.
The reason for this very different cage effect when compared with the solid is twofold: First, most configurations
that represent the liquid give, as expected, a more loose
cage structure than in the solid, with far larger “windows”
for cage exit by the CN. Second,beyond the situation for a
static configuration of the Ar, the liquid atoms are mutually only weakly bound so that the impacting CN can
knock them out of the way. Solid Ar is far more rigid, and
this does not happen. There is, however, a surprise when
one considers photolysis in the liquid on the 3110+state. In
calculations for Ar at 100 K, for excitation energy of 5.3 eV,
no cage exit is found over time scales of several (up to 15)
picoseconds. The explanation is as follows: The 3H,,+ state

has a substantially deep and long-range attractive well for
the 1. **CN interaction. In the first l-2 collisions with the
Ar atoms of the surrounding cage, the CN loses enough
energy to be trapped in the attractive well of the 3110+
state. Short time scale relaxation due to the surrounding
liquid leads initially to stabilization of the 1. * *CN excited
state complex. Note, however, that although we find no
ballistic cage exit on the 3110+state under these conditions,
the I* ..CN binding energy is still modest, thus statistical
fluctuations are expected to allow the photofragment to
surmount the barrier of mutual attraction, and ultimately
undergo separation and cage exit by diffusion. The time
scale for this is much longer than our simulation describes,
but the situation still differs greatly from the solid at low
temperatures, where such diffusive cage exit should be entirely negligible.

TABLE II. Photoisomerization
solid Ar.

yields following

State
Excitation energy (eV)
Yield of ICN* (%)
Yield of INC* (%)

excitation of ICN in

“II,+
5.3

3KJ+
4.5
49
51

‘5
5.3

0

67
33

100

a 100% yield of INC! The details of the calculations carried out and the yields obtained are summarized in Table
II.
The explanations for the behavior, upon examination
of the trajectories is, however, quite straightforward: The
high barrier between the ICN and INC configurations in
the 3111,+
state implies that for each trajectory the system
decides after a very short time whether it will stabilize on
the right-hand side of the barrier (ICN in Fig. 4), or on
the left-hand side, very shortly after photoexcitation the
CN speciescan still carry out full rotations in 8. As relaxation sets in and the 0 motion loses energy, this is no longer
possible, and the system will remain on either side of the
barrier, and will relax to the corresponding isomer. Figure
7(a) shows the result for two typical trajectories at excitation energy of 4.5 eV. One trajectory leads ultimately to
ICN* and the other to INC*. In both casesthe CN fragment initially carries out rotational motion but after less
than 0.7 ps the relaxation of the 8 motion is such that the

2000

,~,,

,,,,

,,,I

,,,,),,,,,,,,,,

E,, ‘= 4.3 eV’

0

D. Photoisomerization
in the ‘II, and 311,,+ excited
states of ICN in solid Ar

The caging of the photofragments for the reaction in
the solid, raises the question as to what will be the relaxation and excited-state stabilization dynamics of the triatomic ICN speciesdue to its interaction with the environment. Since the CN species carries out rotations shortly
after photoexcitation both on the ‘IIt and on the 3lIo.t
surface, it is not surprising that isomerization occurs in
time on both of these excited-state potential surfaces.However, the results of the MD simulations predict an outcome
that seems at first counter-intuitive: The 3110+state has a
relatively large barrier between the INC and the ICN linear isomers, the latter being the more stable one (see Fig.
4 and Sec. II A). In this case the MD simulations predict
regularly equal yields for ICN and for INC when steady
state behavior in the 3110+state is reached. On the other
hand, the *Hi state is very shallow in 13,with INC slightly
more stable than ICN and with a small barrier between the
two configurations (Fig. 4). Yet in this casethere is almost
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FIG. 7. (a) Average rotational energy of CN vs time following photoexcitation of ICN to the 311e+ state in solid Ar for excitation energy of 4.5
eV. The result shown is for two typical sets of trajectories at 33 K: The
solid line is for trajectories leading to INC*, the dashed line is for trajectories resulting in ICN*. The horizontal line in the figure shows the height
of the barrier between the isomers. (b) Average rotational energy of CN
vs time following excitation of ICN to the ‘II,+ state in solid Ar, for

excitationenergyof 5.3eV.
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FIG. 8. Average rotational energy of CN vs time following excitation of
ICN to the ‘rI, state in solid Ar, for excitation energy of 5.3 eV. The
result is an average value for all photodissociation trajectories at 33 K.
The horizontal line shows the position of the barrier.

barrier can no longer overcome, and the CN orientation is
selected.Becauseof the early “decision” the system makes
as to which side of the barrier it will fill, the probabilities
for TCN and INC do not correspond at all to their relative
equilibrium stabilities, and are roughly equal for the two
isomers. Statistical considerations (classical density of
states) give the more stable isomer ICN a slight advantage
that is indeed borne out by the MD simulations. Figure
7(b) shows the corresponding behavior for higher excitation energy. In this case it takes a longer time for the CN
rotation to relax in energy below the barrier, and as a result
the statistical advantage in favor of the more stable ICN*
is considerably larger. The situation for the isomerization
in the ‘II1 excited state is very different. This potential
surface is very flat in 0, the minima are very shallow and
the 8 mode relaxes for a considerabletime duration before
reaching a level comparable to the barrier. Indeed, for a
period of over 3.5 ps, the 8. mode has sufficient energy
(with the obvious fluctuations) to cross the barrier between the isomers. This is seen very clearly from Fig. 8
which shows the rotational energy of the CN mode, following photoexcitation to the ‘Il, state (at temperature 33
K and excitation energy of 5.3 eV) as a function of time.
When the system reachesenergiespertinent to localization
on one side of the barrier or the other, it is almost completely relaxed to thermal equilibrium in nearly all the
lattice modes. The ratio between the two isomers then approaches the statistical Boltzmann ratio corresponding to
the energy difference between ICN* and INC*. On the
scale of the low lattice temperature of 33 K, the energy
difference between the two configurations 0.01 eV, is extremely large, and implies almost 100% in the INC* structure, as found in the calculations.
It should be of great interest to have experimental tests
of the extremely different isomerization behavior in the ‘II1
and 3110+states.
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FIG. 9. Rotational distribution of CN from photolysis of ICN in ‘II,+
state (a) t=O.Z ps; (b) t=0.5 ps; (c) k2.0 ps. The results are for T=33
K, at photoexcitation energy of 5.3 eV.

E. Rotational energy and polarization relaxation
dynamics of CN following ICN photolysis

Figure 9 shows snapshotsof the rotational energy distribution of CN at three different times, following photolysis of ICN on the 3110+state in solid Ar. This result is for
a temperature of 33 K, and excitation energy of 5.3 eV.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding behavior for photolysis
of ICN on the *II1 surface. In both cases,very hot rotational states of the CN are formed in the very early stages
of the process,mostly as a consequenceof the first collision
between the CN photofragment and an Ar atom of the
cage. Inspection of Figs. 7 and 8 aboveshows that the time
scale for the production of the very hot rotation is of the
order of 100 fs or less, and that states having rotational
energiesof several thousand K are formed. In the case of
photodissociation in the 3110+state, the initial rotational
energy decay is very fast. The very “hot” part of the rotational energy distribution is relaxed in well less than 1 ps.
The final rotational state distribution shows a “bimodal”
structure: The distribution has two very different components, due to contributions from the two isomers ICN* and
INC*, stabilized in the relaxation. The situation for photolysis on the ‘III1 state, in Fig. 10, is significantly different.
The rotational state distribution for t=0.2 ps is still very
hot, much more so than for the 3110+state. Clearly, the
anisotropy of the 1. * *C!N interaction has an important contribution to the rotational relaxation, and the latter is
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demonstratesthat rotational (and polarization) relaxation
is much faster on highly anisotropic excited-state surfaces.
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FIG. 10. Rotational distribution of CN from photolysis of ICN in ‘II,
state (a) ~=0.2 ps; (b) t=0.5 ps; (c) t=2.0 ps. The results are for T=33
K, at excitation energy of 5.3 eV.

much faster for a highly anisotropic potential surface. The
rotational energy distribution of the CN from *III, photolysis, although considerably relaxed is still very hot for t~2
ps. The results of Figs. 9 and 10 show that rotational-state
distributions of the CN exhibit interesting subpicosecond
and picosecond dynamics. The hot distribution at very
short times (order of - 100 fs) contains information on
the rotational excitation in the first CN collision with the
Ar cage. Subsequentdistributions provide insight into the
relaxation and isomerization dynamics, and the role of
1. - *CN potential anisotropy in these process. Above all,
the effects are pronounced and have time scales which are
realistically observable in ultrafast spectroscopy experiments.
Another property of considerable interest is the polarization of CN rotation and its behavior in time. It is convenient to study this property in terms of the correlation
functions for the molecular orientation: Let M(t) be a unit
vector in the direction of the molecular angular momentum at time t. One constructs then the correlation function
(M(t) I M(O)) f rom the computed trajectories. The correlation function versus time for photolysis in the ‘II, state is
shown in Fig. 11. The result shows that the rotational
polarization of the CN photofragment decays in this case
in approximately 1 ps. The result for photolysis in the
311,-,+
state, not shown here, is that in that case depolarization occurs very rapidly, in about 200-100 fs. Again, this

In this paper we studied the cage effect for photodissociation of ICN in solid and in liquid Ar. We explored the
caging of the diatomic photofragment CN in the two pertinent excited electronic states, 3110+and ‘II,, which differ
greatly in their anisotropy. We found complete caging of
the molecular fragment, in the solid state reaction, for both
states. The result appearsso robust for different conditions
(excitation energy, temperature), as to suggest that it
should be quite typical for diatomic (or larger) photofragments. Steric effects were found to play a major role in
preventing cage exit in the solid. As for photolysis in the
liquid, we found a very high yield cage exit in photolysis on
the purely repulsive ‘III, surface, but no ballistic cage exit
was found on the 3110+surface, which involves a substantial attraction between the I and the CN. The large difference found between the reaction dynamics in the solid and
in the liquid suggeststhat studies of photochemistry near
melting should be highly interesting. The complete caging
of the reaction in the solid gives rise to excited state photoisomerization. We found extremely interesting differencesin the isomerization behavior; and more generally in
the rotational and polarization relaxation dynamics on the
*II1 and the 3110+potentials, respectively. This is to a large
extent due to the very different anisotropies of the ICN
excited stae potentials involved. These aspects strongly
merit experimental investigation, using ultrafast spectroscopy. The time scales required are very reasonable.
Finally, in this study we ignored all nonadiabatic processes.It is clear that such processescan have important
manifestations in such systems and reactions. Recombination and electronic surface hopping between the *II1 and
3110+are both of major interest. We are currently pursuing
an extensive study of this system incorporating the nonadiabatic effects.
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